UChicagoTech FY2011 Overview
Selected Statistics
UChicagoTech Cumulative Stats

- 2,157 Total Disclosures
  - 163 Tech Notes
- 1,052 Active Patent Cases
- 223 Active License Agreements
- $109.7 Million in Total Revenue
- $32.3 Million Spent on Patents
- $16.8 Million Paid to Faculty
- $13.8 Million Paid to Labs
- $5.0 Million Paid to Departments
- $9.3 Million Paid to Divisions
- 51 Companies Started
In FY09, UCT began the TechNote process. TechNotes (TNTs) are used to more accurately keep track of our investigators’ work by helping PMs keep an eye on projects that have not yet reached “invention” status. Over time, we expect this process to help decrease our non-election rate while increasing our ability to serve faculty more effectively.
UChicagoTech Historical Revenue

Figures in 000’s

- **Extraordinary Events (includes returns from equity events, audits, and litigation wins)**
- **Total Licensing Revenues (total of royalty and upfront payments)**